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Product Specification 

Type of product Land use/ land cover maps of 1991, 2001 and 2012 

Thematic detail 2 thematic levels (national 7-class scheme and 15 land cover/land use classes 
according to user definitions) 

EO data sources SPOT-1 and SPOT-2 (1991), SPOT-4 (2001), RapidEye (2012) 

Spatial resolution 5-20m meters, Minimum mapping unit: 0.01-0.2ha, total area: 556,000 ha 

Thematic accuracy Level 1 classification 87.3%, Level 2 classification: 82.0%  

 

Product aim and benefit 

The VæSSA service “Land use/land cover” (LULC) provides valuable information for flood risk mitigation. 
Such maps can be used for flood modelling as a roughness layer, but also for planning purposes in all 
phases of a flood event. A major benefit is its large scale, providing project area wide relevant 
information on pressures leading to increased risk associated to flood hazard or pinpointing high-value 
agriculture or infrastructure to be protected for floods. In VaeSSA, three full-coverage land cover/ land 
use maps are provided for the catchments of Kelani Ganga and Attanagalu Oya for 1991, 2001 and 2012. 
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The produced land use/ land cover maps were quantitatively validated by the use of independent very 
high-resolution (VHR) Kompsat-2 data (1m spatial resolution of the panchromatic band) and VHR Bing 
Maps data. In addition, a qualitative accuracy assessment was done by the use of 135 GPS-coded images 
taken in field. The following figure shows the land cover/ land use classification with the location of the 
GPS-coded images and the two KOMPSAT-2 validation sites (the inset map indicates the area of interest). 

 
 

Validation procedure 
The validation of the LULC maps was performed by using 80 random samples of image objects for each 
class from the RapidEye-based classification (1120 in total). These objects were classified by the use of 
very high-resolution KOMPSAT-2 and Bing Maps data through visual interpretation by an independent 
image interpreter. The reference land cover/use objects were then compared to the RapidEye-based 
classification and a confusion matrix that indicates the thematic accuracies per class was generated. 

Accuracy measures 
The results of the accuracy assessment show an overall accuracy of the level 1 LULC classification of 
87.3% (Kappa coefficient of 0.86) and the level 2 classification has an accuracy of 82.0% (Kappa of 0.81). 
The classes which represent the highest accuracies in level 1 are cultivated area, water, boggy area and 
forest area. In level 2, highest accuracies show the classes forest plantation, water, wetland, paddy and 
rubber.  

Due to the landscape mapping process used to generate the land cover data, the final dataset should be 
seen as an indication of the likely occurrence of a dominant land cover class in a given area as opposed 
to a definitive delineation of each and every land cover boundary.  
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